36o	TYPE-PROBLEM IN  AESTHETICS
projection transfers an unconscious content into the object,
whence also the feeling-into process is termed transference
(Freud) in analytical psychology. Feeling-into, therefore,
is an extraversion. Worringer defines the aesthetic ex-
perience in feeling-into as follows : " ^Esthetic enjoyment is
objectified pleasure in oneself (I.e., p. 4). Consequently,
only that form is beautiful into which one can feel oneself.
Lipps says: " Only so far as this feeling-into extends are
forms beautiful. Their beauty is simply: this my ideal
freely living itself out in them " (JEsthetik, p. 247). The
form into which one cannot feel oneself is, accordingly,
ugly. Herein is also involved the limitation of the feeling-
into theory, since there exist art-forms, as Worringer
points out, whose products do not correspond with the
attitude of feeling-into.
Specifically one might mention the oriental and exotic
art-forms as being of this nature. But, with us in the
west, long tradition has established 'natural beauty and
truth to Nature' as the criterion of beauty in art, since
it is also the criterion and essential character of Grseco-
Roman and occidental art in general. (With the exception,
however, of certain medieval forms.)
For ages past our general attitude to art has been one
of feeling-into, and we can describe as beautiful only a
thing into which we can feel ourselves. If the artistic
form of the object is opposed to life, inorganic or abstract,
we cannot feel our life into it; whereas this naturally
always takes place when we have a feeling-into relationship
with the object ("What I feel myself into is life in
general", Lipps). We can feel ourselves only into organic
form—form that is true to Nature and has the will to live.
And yet another art-principle certainly exists, a style that
is opposed to life, that denies the will to live, that is
distinct from life, and yet makes a claim to beauty. When
artistic energy creates forms whose abstract inorganic

